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Abstract. Currently, many kinds of information agents for di�erent pur-
poses exist. However, agents from di�erent systems are still unable to coop-
erate, even if they accurately follow a common standard like FIPA, KIF or
KQML. Being able to plug agents together with little e�ort and exchange
information easily, would be of a great use for several reasons. Among oth-
ers, the agents could pro�t from each others' services. In addition, certain
aspects of multi-agent systems could be evaluated without needing to build
a complete system. Testing agent systems with standard components would
allow simpler comparison. Furthermore, building di�erent agent-based appli-
cations would be simpli�ed by combining new software with \o� the shelf"-
components. In this paper, we explore the feasibility of practical software
development and integration of existing systems, without developing \yet
another abstract agent architecture".

1 Motivation

The demand for multi-agent systems has initiated an increasing amount of research
in this area. Many di�erent architectures, proposed interfaces, and surely good
ideas are implemented in a broad range of systems. All existing multi-agent systems
depend on information exchange. Building a population of information agents and
building a corresponding population of consumers { let us call them application
agents { are di�erent tasks, performed by di�erent people. It would be of a great
use, if the agents could be plugged together with little e�ort and could exchange
information easily, thus pro�ting from each other.

Information agent interoperability is important for research in information agent
systems themselves, especially when building heterogeneous systems. For example,
research on cooperative information agents often focuses on an isolated aspect of
multi agent systems like mediation or brokering. Many information agent systems
are build on top of very basic information agents, just wrapping a source into a
format suitable for the more intelligent supervising entity. It should be possible to
reuse at least these simple entities.

Furthermore, systems can be used as a testbed for each other to increase the
overall quality and to prove or disprove certain theories and concepts. But this is
not the situation one �nds: looking at the current state, it reveals being rather
babylonical. Except for the speech act level, each system speaks its own language,
uses its own protocol and has its own ontology, despite some existing standards,
which spread slowly.

In order to build intelligent components and to provide easy integrateable build-
ing blocks, the gap between the systems has to be closed. In this paper we will
examine the areas, where the gap can be seen and propose a possible way out.

In the �rst section we give a short overview about the di�erent places where
the gap can be seen. The second section goes into detail an concentrates on the
conversational level, which seems most problematic. In the third section we propose
a FIPA-based interface, specialized for the needs of information agents. Related
work will be presented in section four, whereas section �ve draws some conclusion
and gives an outlook to future work.
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2 Levels of Misunderstanding

To make agents interoperable, they obviously have to communicate with each other
in order to exchange data, normally using messages transmitted between them. Since
there are several standards involved in agent to agent communication at di�erent
levels, there is a great chance of incompatibility. This can happen both on the
message exchange and on the conversational level. In this section, we give a rough
overview of the di�erent layers involved in the communication.We split our overview
into two parts. Message exchange covers the range from basic transport layers up
to speech acts. Conversations are based on the message exchange and follow mostly
semantic and pragmatic conventions. The possible choices an agent designer has,
are discussed more detailed in the next section. Let's start with the di�erent levels
of message exchange:

ISO/OSI Transport Layers: For agent communication, we can use the abstrac-
tion of these levels provided by application level protocols. Nevertheless, excep-
tions like agents at the physical level controlling a certain device are imaginable.
But this normally doesn't touch agent to agent communication as we investigate
here.

Application Level Protocol: The application level protocol, like HTTP, IIOP
and SMTP, normally is the lowest relevant level for agent communication. It
provides a mechanism for platform independent message exchange, but agents
obviously cannot even \hear" each other if they use di�erent protocols at this
level.

Speech Acts: In many multi-agent systems a communication subsystem uses the
application level protocol to provide a more abstract message exchanging inter-
face to the software agents. The messages exchanged, like INFORM, QUERY,
REQUEST etc., are based on the speech act theory. At this level, two relevant
standards, namely KQML [7] and FIPA [8] exist. Even though two agents or
systems are using the same application level protocol, they cannot know the
others intention without using the same standard.

Besides the di�erent options for simply composing and exchanging messages, the
conversational dimension allows misunderstanding between several agents. Whereas
the aforementioned distinction is of a rather syntactic nature, communication can
further fail on a semantical and a pragmatic level, too. These are the content and
the query language and the model of information access.

Content Language and Query Language: The content language is the language
used by the information agent to encode the gathered information, the query
language is used by the application agent to inform the information agent about
what kind of information it is looking for.
The content and query languages are often related to each other, and in the
case of expressive languages like KIF[9] or SL[18] they are normally identical.
The problem with content languages is that even if two agents are using the
same content language, they still may not be able to understand each other due
to di�erent vocabularies or di�erent ontologies. This can be seen as semantic
misunderstanding.

Access Model: In multi agent information systems, the access to the information
agents is often directed through mediator, matchmaker, or broker agents. They
group agents together and provide a unique simple access model to the requested
information.
Furthermore, the information agents and can roughly be grouped into two gen-
eral access models: information push and information pull. In the pull model,
the client \pulls" information from the agent by sending an explicit query. The
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agent sends back information corresponding to the concrete request. In the push
model, the information agents know what they need to do, and gathered infor-
mation is \pushed" to the client whenever available. This level is addressed by
the majority of information agent papers, though usually only one model is
provided.

System Communication Content / Query Ontology /
Application Language Language Structure

SIMS-based network of agents for
logistics planning, including
information gathering [14].

KQML Loom Proprietary

WARREN: A multi-agent �nancial
portfolio management system [4]

KQML1 unspeci�ed unspeci�ed

Information gathering based on
low level retrieval agents accessing
HTML, supervised by planning,
coordination and scheduling
agents. [3].

KQML unspeci�ed unspeci�ed

Infomaster: information
Integration [6].

unspeci�ed KIF2 unspeci�ed

Agents for Hypermedia
Information Discovery [16].

KQML XML / Prolog unspeci�ed

Multi-agent Systems in
Information-Rich Environments
[13].

KQML SQL KIF-ontologies3

COMRIS [11, 17]. FIPA ACL (XML) XML Proprietary

Table 1. Communication properties of some information agent or related system imple-
mentations. Although most systems are using KQML for communication, they are not
interoperable due to mismatches in lower or higher communication layers.

3 How can Information Agents \Plug and Play" be
achieved?

After describing the several levels where misunderstanding can take place, we will
now investigate some levels in more detail and point out, how interoperability can be
achieved there. First of all, a possible solution for making information agents more
interoperable is to provide O(n2) wrappers between all the incompatible standards
available. Another possibility could be to agree on a suitable standard for each level.

1 Using ASK, ASK-ALL, STREAM-ALL instead of RECRUIT, BROKER, RECOM-
MEND

2 For describing information sources
3 Created with the JAVA ontology editor JOE
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But since standards have their speci�c bene�ts and disadvantages, it is di�cult for
the community to achieve an agreement on a certain one.

The following subsections provide a view on the conversational communication
levels. The lower levels will not be visited again, since we think that they don't
di�er much in their properties and thus could be chosen easily. We try to include
an imaginable way out of the dilemma of misunderstanding.

3.1 Speech Act and Communication Protocols

The two relevant protocols for the speech act protocol are KQML and FIPA. KQML
was introduced 1992 by [7], and table 1 shows that KQML is currently used in the
majority of existing information agent systems. FIPA ACL is a newer protocol
introduced in 1997 by the Foundation of Physical Agents that is mainly based on
[19]. In contrast to KQML, FIPA ACL does not attempt to cover categories like
agent management, but provides separate entities for the corresponding purposes.

However, if we look at the question \which standard covers most levels", FIPA is
the clear winner: in contrast to KQML it does not cover the speech act level solely,
but includes all lower levels of communication. Additionally, the FIPA framework
includes an agent management platform. FIPA provides simple services for admin-
istrating agent populations, without assuming a concrete agent model limiting pos-
sible implementations. Also, several more or less free FIPA platforms are available4

and there is a noticeable trend of moving towards a FIPA compliant system. This
weakens the argument from Huhns and Singh, that KQML has the broader support
[12]. So misunderstanding at the speech act level and below will probably vanish in
the near future.

3.2 Access Models

Even if we agree on FIPA as \lingua franca" for information agents, and the message
exchange problem would be solved completely, problems concerning the protocols
of information exchange or ways of collaboration still remain open.

The question, how information agents are able to collaborate is probably the
question where most research e�ort in collaborative information system has gone.
Several types of middle agents, namely mediators, matchmakers and brokers have
been built. Each type of those middle agents abstracts from the concrete informa-
tion agents or provides a search mechanism for concrete information agent meeting
a certain purpose. In the following paragraphs, we summarize the approaches in-
cluding their shortcomings for the purpose of general interoperability.

Mediators: Very often, a system needs access to information distributed over sev-
eral, heterogeneous and even instable data sources like the world wide web,
local and online (remote) databases. Mediators like Infomaster[6] typically aim
to integrate these sources and to provide a single, consistent interface to all
data. They act as intelligent proxies or �lters. Mediators typically consist of
a set of wrappers around several data-sources and an integrating component,
which provides an interface to information requesting agents. Communication
normally takes place bidirectionally. Both agents answer requests and update
information in the data.
Mediators are mostly passive components. That means that no information
gathering is initiated automatically and all requests are answered \online". Even
the accessed information systems are forced to stay passive and cannot provide
information in advance. However, some might gather information depending

4 see http://www.fipa.org/fipa9706.pdf
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on their own internal state and therefore cannot be made accessible through
a mediator. Because information gathering and information requesting takes
place synchronously, both parts, providers and consumers, are tightly coupled.
This often implies a shared interface, which hinders the interoperability and
exchangeability of agents. The information is provided by a pull mechanism.

General Matchmaking Agents: Matchmaking agents are agents that are able
to bring service providing and service requesting agents together. To get this
done, specifying each service agent and each request in a meta-language is neces-
sary. The matchmaking agent then evaluates them against each other by certain
heuristics to produce a list of service agents that ful�ll a request. The request-
ing agent must now choose from this list and contact the service agent directly.
This approach is used by [22]: services and requests must be speci�ed by con-
text, input/output, and, optionally, further in-/out-constraints and a descrip-
tion of used concepts. Five di�erent methods for match-making are provided,
which can be combined by the user. The representation language and semantic
matchmaking process is roughly based on KL-ONE [21].
The general matchmaking approach does a good job on mediating between
information services and requesters. Providing even plug-and-play functionality,
it doesn't decouple requesting agents from information agents, since they have
to communicate directly. Thus all communication modalities like the interfaces,
the communication language, together with a common ontology, still need to be
de�ned.

Broker Systems: The di�erence between a matchmaker and a broker is that the
matchmaker only introduces matching agents to each other, whereas a broker
also remains active when the matching agents are found: all communication
between the matched agents goes through the broker, the agents perform indi-
rect communication only. Thus, a broker service necessarily needs to care about
possible language and protocol problems.
In contrast to mediators, existing broker systems like Ontobroker [5] are able to
collect information from di�erent providers similar to data warehouses. Unfortu-
nately, they are not able to forward queries to external databases like mediators
do. Thus, information agents that gather information on demand only, can-
not be integrated into systems like Ontobroker and no information pull will be
possible.

A general problem with the existing systems is that they do not overcome the
gap between push and pull access to information. Each of the systems is �xed to one
access model or has either gaps in the interfaces for accessing information or in the
conversation de�nition such as a missing ontology. Because of the typically di�erent
natures of information needs in practical multi-agent system, both types of access to
information are applicable, especially in heterogeneous populations. For example,
an agent controlling a satellite on a �xed orbit sending weather forecast images
would probably be an information pushing agent, whereas the corresponding proxy
on the ground station could forward the pictures to di�erent clients on demand,
thus provide a pull mechanism.

By caching data from a \push"-source, a combination of a mediator and a broker
could solve the access mismatch problem, providing both access modes. Systems like
Ontobroker [5] or the COMRIS information layer [11] could be extended to such an
entity.

3.3 Content and Query Language

For content languages, there is even a broader range of choices which can lead to
misunderstandings. The following list gives a rough overview only. Several other
content and query languages are used in agent systems, as shown in table 1.
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Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF): KIF was introduced 1992 by Gene-
sereth, Fikes and others[9]. It provides a pre�x notation for predicate calculus
with functional terms and equality, developed at the Stanford Knowledge Sys-
tem Laboratory in the ARPA Knowledge Sharing E�ort.

Semantic Language (SL): SL is a content language used by the directory fa-
ciliatior, agent management system, and agent communication channel of the
FIPA agent platform. Similar to KIF, SL provides full �rst order logic (see [18]
for details) and three di�erent levels of less expressive subsets. SL is one of the
content languages proposed for FIPA ACL messages.

Extensible Markup Language (XML): XML[1] is becoming popular as a sim-
pli�ed successor of SGML with the potential to replace HTML in many ap-
plication. XML is a simple generic markup language, XML-Document Type
De�nitions are used to create concrete languages for di�erent purposes. A dis-
advantage of (plain) XML is that the data model is limited to simple trees. The
great advantage of XML is that several XML-based schemas for information
interchange are under development or are already available.

Resource Description Format (RDF): RDF[15] was introduced by the World
Wide Web consortium as a generic meta language for inclusion in HTML and
XML. It provides a more powerful data model (conceptual graphs) than XML.
Similar to the DTD in XML, RDF provides a mechanism for schema de�ni-
tion, RDF-Schema (RDFS). RDF-Schema itself is speci�ed in RDF, and a RDF
Schema for RDF schema exists. Like SL, RDF is one of the content languages
proposed for FIPA messages [2]. A disadvantage of RDF is that it uses a more
complicated syntax that allows RDF to be embedded in XML. However, there
are approaches to use a simpli�ed RDF syntax5.

A \General" language, �tting all possible needs, currently seems as far away as a
general problem solver. SL and KIF have the advantage of using the same language
for content and queries. But their expressiveness has the corresponding tradeo�,
too.

A major problem for information agent plug-and-play is ontology mismatch,
which is still an unsolved problem. Thus, the availability of commonly used and
accepted data structures is of major importance for choosing the \right" content
language.

An advantage of XML and RDF is that a growing range of concrete schemas is
developed for these languages. Also, XML and RDF are already designed for use on
the WEB, a major \hunting ground" for information agents. Since XML and RDF
are used not only in research but have a broad acceptance in industry, it is likely
that more and more information will be available in these formats.

4 An Interface for Information Agents

If we assume that FIPA standards are used for agent communication, and XML
or RDF with the corresponding schema de�nitions and query languages are used
for content, the only gap that needs to be �lled exists at an intermediate level:
What does the concrete registration at the FIPA Directory Faciliator (DF) look
like, and which performatives is an information agent required to supported. The
FIPA Directory Facilator is a component of the FIPA infrastructure providing a
kind of \yellow pages" for software agents.

If we choose simplicity as main goal, the interface between a client and a basic
low level information agent should be similar to the abstraction of a complete multi

5 see http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Syntax and
http://WWW-DB.Stanford.EDU/~melnik/rdf/syntax.html
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information agent system. On the other hand, strategies and features of intelligent
cooperative information agent systems should not be limited in any way by imposing
a complete agent system structure. If the system internally makes use of simple basic
information gathering agents, the interface may also be useful for advanced middle
agents to control the information agents. For other information agent systems, using
proprietary communication internally may be a more suitable approach.

Figure 1 shows an example, how agents could be plugged together using unique
interfaces. Basic information agents \push" discovered knowledge to an intelligent
broker. The broker provides an information service that abstracts from the informa-
tion sources. Since the application requires pull access to the gathered information,
a pull/push converter stores the gathering results and forwards them on demand
only. Like the pull/push converter, other intermediate agents like DTD translators
are imaginable. Filtering agents can just republish the properties of the covered
information providers with their additional or changed features at the DF.

The minimum requirements for an information agent interface are

{ a unique de�nition of how information providers register themselves at the FIPA
Directory Faciliator, and

{ a concrete description of the performatives the information providers and clients
need to implement.

4.1 Registration at the Directory Faciliator

While it is more or less clear, which properties the information agents needs to
publish using the Directory Faciliator, there are several ways to map them into
the structure the DF provides. For example, basic information agents could put
all information into the FIPA agent description, while large information agent
systems may require the df-service-description structure in order to provide all
meta-information a client may be interested in. Tables 4 and 3 show an allocation
of the corresponding FIPA DF structures suitable for both kinds of agents.

4.2 Client and Provider interfaces

Table 2 shows the minimum set of FIPA performatives that need to be supported
by the corresponding types of agents.

A client requesting information or subscribing to information providers just
needs to be able to understand the corresponding ACL inform messages. In order
to receive information, it should also be able to generate query-ref or subscribe
messages.

The minimum requirement for an information agent or information agent system
is that it is able to send inform messages to the client. If the information agent is
able to perform queries, should also be able to respond to corresponding query
messages with an inform message.

The following paragraphs show a short description of the corresponding FIPA
performatives.

Client Provider

Pull query-ref inform

Push subscribe and cancel inform

Table 2. Performatives used in pull and push based communication
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Push interface (Subscription)

Client Provider

Pull Interface (Query)

Client Provider

Intelligent 
Broker

Pull/Push 
Converter

Pro−Active
Information 

Agents

Pull based 
Application

Cache / 
Persistent
Storage

Fig. 1. Architecture Example

Attribute Content

:agent-name name of the agent (see FIPA speci�cation)

:services see table 4

:type type of the agent: information-agent

:interaction-protocols supported access models: pull, push

:ontology not �lled, because de�ned in service description

:address address of the agent (see FIPA speci�cation)

:ownership ownership of the agent (see FIPA speci�cation)

:df-state state of the agent (see FIPA speci�cation)

Table 3. Content of the FIPA-DF-Description structure

Attribute Content

:service-name name of the service, chosen freely

:service-type type of the service: information-provider

:service-ontology reference to a certain XML-DTD or RDF-schema

:fixed-properties (content-language rdf), (content-language xml)

(query-language XPATH), . . .

Table 4. Content of the FIPA-Service-Desc structure
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Subscription

Fipa-Performative subscribe
Content Query expression

Subscribes an agent to a kind of information de�ned by a query expression. The
provider returns a con�rmation including a handle the agent can use to unsubscribe.

Cancel

Fipa-Performative cancel
Content Subscription handle obtained from the broker when subscrib-

ing

Unsubscribes an agent from a subscription previously sent to the broker.

Query-Ref

Fipa-Performative query-ref
Content Query expression

The information broker performs a query. The query is possibly forwarded to
other agents. The querying agent may get multiple responses. The broker is allowed
to instruct the query processing agents to send the results directly to the originator
of the query.

Inform

Fipa-Performative inform
Content Query or gathering results from information agents

An information agent informs the broker about newly discovered knowledge or
the result of a query. The broker determines from the in-reply-to parameter if
the content is the answer to a previously sent query or newly discovered informa-
tion from an autonomous information agent. It distributes the information to the
subscribers of the corresponding category or to the query originator.

5 Related Work

This work was inspired by other interoperability and agent communication papers
like [20,10], but we address a more concrete level: While the previous work concen-
trates on higher levels like semantic brokering and general communication struc-
tures, we are addressing more basic issues. These basic issues need to be solved �rst
in our opinion. However, we are keeping the higher levels in mind in order to avoid
misdesigning the lower communication levels we address, possibly blocking some
higher level features.

The REusable Task Structure-based Intelligent Network Agents System model
(RETSINA) [4] tries to provide an abstract framework for the implementation of
information agents. This framework related to the interfaces provided here. How-
ever, the RETSINA framework does not limit itself to a simple set of interfaces.
In this respect, RETSINA is more powerful, but the tradeo� is that it limits the
implementation to a certain agent model (i.e. the RETSINA agent model).
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6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we have demonstrated the di�erent areas where misunderstanding can
take place when exchanging information components between multi-agent systems.
We further presented a novel approach to enable interoperability of information
agents by specifying a corresponding, simple FIPA compliant interface. In contrast
to complete abstract multi agent systems like RETSINA, the described approach
does not limit information agent implementation to a certain agent model.

The interface de�nition will hopefully help integrating information agents of
di�erent vendors. Development of large agent systems and new approaches to me-
diation, can pro�t from the synergy e�ects obtained when basic information agents
or agent systems for di�erent purposes are available \o�-the-shelf". Our next step
is to make our own agent system completely compliant to the proposed interfaces,
making a set of open source information agents for bibliography search available for
the community.

Furthermore, the proposed interfaces provide a base for new intermediate agent
concepts like a combined mediator and broker with a local cache, translating be-
tween pull and push access. Generally, �xed interfaces are an important precondi-
tion for developing intermediate or translating agents that are independent from a
concrete agent system or application.
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